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Copresco: the perfect choice for soft cover bound books...

Lower Cost, High-Quality Thick or Thin Books
Still using saddle binding for your
catalogs and other publications?
You should consider the lower cost
and many benefits of Copresco’s adhesive-bound volumes.

What’s in a Name?
Adhesive-bound, perfect bound
and paper bound: All are references
to the same binding style.

A Perfect Solution
Copresco’s perfect binding system
features hinge-scoring and side gluing.
We do paperback books as thin as 1/16”
or even less. You may never want to use
tape or saddle binding again! And, you
won’t have to worry about shingling or
creep.

Standard Procedure at Copresco
Here’s another big benefit: Most
printers and binders charge extra for
this superior hinge-binding method. At
Copresco, it’s a standard operating procedure—and a big savings for you.

Versatility
Perfect binding is a versatile and
attractive binding method for short
digital press runs of several hundred
paperback books, manuals, directories,
reference guides, booklets and other
publications.
Other major advantages include the
wraparound covers that offer longevity
benefits, eye-catching full-color graphics
and printable spines.

Copresco is one of only a few book
printers that can bind much thinner
volumes. Our production department
will give you more details.

Thickness Limits
A 2” maximum thickness (1,000
pages on a 50# offset or about 850 pages
on a 60# sheet) is still the general rule
of thumb.
Once a publication exceeds 1,000
pages, Copresco recommends that you
use multiple volumes. Bulky technical
and reference books become unmanageable and difficult to use.

A Standout
Printing on the spine—if there’s
sufficient thickness—makes your book
stand out on a bookshelf. A minimum
1/ ” thickness is normally required for
8
spine copy.
Anything less would seriously limit
the type size that could be used and
consequently reduces readability.

The Thick and Thin of It
Perfect binding is normally restricted
to books of at least 1/8” minimum thickness (60 pages on a 50# offset or 50
pages on 60# stock).

For Example
Say you have a 66-page manual to
print. With saddle binding, you would
have to settle for 64 pages on the low
side or from 68, 72 or 80 pages on the
high side, depending on the way signatures are set up.

More Flexibility

Better All Around
With our hinge-scoring process,
book covers are scored in line for the
spine folds and the hinges.
The hinge score, used in conjunction with side gluing, allows the cover
to open freely and results in a stronger
binding and a more attractive book.

page and even 16-page signatures required with saddle binding.

Greater Control
Copresco’s ability to work in a twopage format gives you greater control
over the conventional four-page, eight-

With Copresco’s digital on-demand
printing, you gain optimum flexibility.
You can use any number of pages
you need, in any combination you
want, anywhere you like in the perfect
bound book.
This includes full-color pages, foldin pages with photos and graphics as
well as furnished pages.
Index tab dividers—with clear or
colored mylar reinforcing—may be
inserted to break up sections of the
book and create a user-friendly, professional-looking volume.

A Choice of Cover Styles
Your cover options range from an
index stock printed in one color to a
four-color, full-bleed process project.
Perfect bound covers may also be
laminated to add further class and durability to your finished product.
With printing on-demand, changes
are also made quickly and easily to keep
books up-to-date.

No Question About It
So, when you need books and manuals, or other publications, think about
all the benefits you’ll derive from perfect binding.
Then, call the company that offers
you the digital printing quality, economy and service you deserve.
Call Copresco.
(630) 690-2000 • www.copresco.com
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All eyes were on the radiant bride as
her father escorted her down the aisle.
They reached the altar and the waiting
groom; the bride kissed her father and

This week, scientists found if you
cook in a microwave, you only have to
wait 30 seconds before going swimming.
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“What am I supposed to do with this?”
grumbled a motorist as the policeman
handed him a speeding ticket. “Keep it,”
the cop said, “When you collect four of
them you get a bicycle.”
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A young executive was leaving the
office late one evening when he found
the CEO standing in front of a shredder
with a piece of paper in his hand. “Listen,”
said the CEO, “this is a very sensitive
and important document here, and my

placed something in his hand. The guests
in the front pews responded with ripples
of laughter. Even the priest smiled
broadly. As her father gave her away in
marriage, the bride had given him back
his credit card.
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You know you’re addicted to surfing
the net when it takes 15-minutes to
scroll from the top to the bottom of
your bookmarks.
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The things that come to those who
wait are the things left by those who got
there first.
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Americans know the lineup and stats
of every major league baseball team, but
can’t remember the words to The StarSpangled Banner.
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During an Old-Timers Day game, a
reporter went up to Ty Cobb and said,
“You were a lifetime .367 hitter. What
do you think you would hit if you were
playing these days?” Cobb answered,
“About .290, maybe .300.” The reporter
said, “That’s because of all the new
pitches, like the slider, right?” “No,”
explained Cobb, “it’s because I’m seventy.”
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Overnight Lite is published monthly by Copresco for the
edification and amusement of our clients and friends.

A pitcher discussing what happens
when his sinker doesn’t work: “The
batter still hits a grounder, but in this
case, the first bounce is 360 feet away.”
Yard Sale: Nothing you ever wanted –
and more!

Only in America will a person jog
five miles, then take an escalator to the
mezzanine.

secretary has gone for the night. Can
you make this thing work?” “Certainly,”
said the young executive. He turned the
machine on, inserted the paper, and
pressed the “start” button. “Excellent,
excellent!” said the CEO as his paper
disappeared inside the machine. “I just
need one copy.”
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